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In the past five years, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie surfaced as a widely acclaimed 
Nigerian novelist and global figure. In spite of her literary acumen, part of Adiche’s 
celebrity stems from her positioning as a Nigerian intellectual and feminist through her 
internet appearances in TED Talks. In these talks, Adiche discusses the importance of 
feminism in the current international context and the “single story,” which defies 
stereotyping on a global level. From this innovative media platform, Adiche positioned 
herself as a public intellectual while also making Africa visible. Despite her intellectual 
achievements, Adiche has also commented on her interest in fashion as a feminist issue. 
In early March 2015, Adiche appeared in Vogue magazine, documenting each of her 
fashion choices for a month. Like her character Ifemelu in Americanah, Adiche uses the 
internet as a platform to open up public debates about race and gender. However, as her 
popularity has grown, Adiche’s continuous appeal has traded on the expectation that she 
market herself and her body as an object of intellectual consumption. Unlike her 
contemporary male peers (like Dave Eggers), as a woman, Adiche cannot be a public 
intellectual solely based on her writing. While her male contemporaries can hide behind 
publications like McSweeney’s, Adiche must foster a visible persona. Using Adiche as a 
particular example, I argue that female intellectuals (and especially women of color) are 
in a double bind—able to produce thought-provoking work while, like the contemporary 
self- branding of female celebrities, marketing their body and persona in order to remain 
visible. In the twenty-first century, a woman writer draws attention to the ways the 
corporeal body is still a factor in the reading public’s recognition of her intellectual 
abilities.  

	  


